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Playlist April 23rd 2017 

 
9AM 

 
The Beatles – I’ll Follow The Sun – LIVE @ The BBC 

100% pure McCartney. Written pre- Beatles?  
Recorded Oct. 18th, 1964. 

Musicians:	  
Paul McCartney – lead vocal, acoustic guitar; John Lennon – harmony vocal, acoustic 

guitar; George Harrison – lead guitar; Ringo Starr – knees(?) 
This	  was	  written	  in	  the	  late-‐fifties	  when	  Paul	  was	  sixteen	  years	  old	  (not	  bad	  for	  a	  
little	  kid	  –	  I	  didn’t	  learn	  to	  ride	  a	  bike	  ‘til	  I	  was	  twenty!).	  Pete	  Best	  remembered	  that	  
he	  used	  to	  busk	  it	  on	  the	  piano,	  in-‐between	  sets	  at	  The	  Kaiserkeller.	  It	  may	  well	  be	  

the	  earliest	  song	  that	  they	  ever	  committed	  to	  tape.	  
Nobody’s	  sure	  what	  Ringo’s	  playing,	  but	  he	  might	  be	  pounding	  out	  the	  beat	  on	  his	  

knees.	  (Or	  maybe	  it’s	  someone	  else’s	  knees!)	  
McCartney 1.00 
Lead vocal Paul	  

US - Capitol LP Beatles '65 
 

The Beatles - I’m A Loser - Beatles For Sale 
(Lennon-McCartney) 

Lead vocal: John 
Recorded in eight takes on August 14, 1964. Written mostly by John Lennon. The song 

style, more autobiographical and introspective than the “yeah, yeah, yeah” pop the 
group had previously recorded, was heavily influenced by the work of Bob Dylan. Paul 

McCartney called it “a folk song gone pop.” The Beatles debuted “I’m A Loser” on ABC’s 
“Shindig” program, an appearance taped in London and airing on October 7. The song 
was performed during the Beatles’ European Tour commencing June 20, 1965, but was 
not on the set list for the U.S. shows two months later. John’s harmonica solo was a last 

minute addition to the song, appearing first in Take 6. George Martin and the group 
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considered “I’m A Loser” a potential single and had initially chosen it to be the LP’s 
opening song. 

On U.S. album: 
Beatles ‘65 - Capitol LP 

 
Paul McCartney – Put It There - Flowers in the Dirt ‘89 

Written over two days during a skiing holiday in Zermatt, Switzerland. This was a 
McCartney family saying – passed down by Paul’s father – which he was now 

passing down to his son, James. George Martin provides a lovely string 
arrangement.  

 
John Lennon – Beautiful Boy - Double Fantasy ‘80 

An ode to his son, Sean – this is one of John’s greatest songs and is a sad 
reminder of how much he could have accomplished, had he lived. This track 

contains the famous line in a Robert Browning poem, “Life is what happens to 
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you while you’re busy making other plans…” This included slide guitar, by the 
one and only, Hugh McCracken.  

John & Paul McCartney playin their acoustic guitars as the did as the Newk Twins 
this weekend in 1960….those songs showing their growth as songwriters and as 

people …from the early days to the when they were both Dad’s! 
 

9.12	  BREAK 

 
The Beatles - Revolution 1 - The Beatles 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: John 

The first song recorded during the sessions for the “White Album.” At the time of its 
recording, this slower version was the only version of John Lennon’s “Revolution,” and it 
carried that titled without a “1” or a “9” in the title. Recording began on May 30, 1968, 
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and 18 takes were recorded. On the final take, the first with a lead vocal, the song 
continued past the 4 1/2 minute mark and went onto an extended jam. It would end at 
10:17 with John shouting to the others and to the control room “OK, I’ve had enough!” 
The final six minutes were pure chaos with discordant instrumental jamming, plenty of 
feedback, percussive clicks (which are heard in the song’s introduction as well), and 

John repeatedly screaming “alright” and moaning along with his girlfriend, Yoko Ono. 
Ono also spoke random streams of consciousness on the track such as “if you become 

naked.” This bizarre six-minute section was clipped off the version of what would 
become “Revolution 1” to form the basis of “Revolution 9.” Yoko’s “naked” line appears 

in the released version of “Revolution 9” at 7:53. 

 
The Beatles - Blackbird - The Beatles 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: Paul 

Another Paul McCartney solo performance for the “White Album.” Paul wrote “Blackbird” 
at his Scottish farm house and the song was started and finished in 32 takes, 11 being 

complete run-throughs of the song, on June 10, 1968. Paul has said the music was 
inspired by Bach’s “Bourree in E Minor,” which he learned to play at a young age. The 

tapping sound on the recording is not a metronome. The percussion-like sound keeping 
the beat is actually Paul tapping his foot on the studio floor, which was separately miked 

onto one of the tracks. Paul has since revealed that the song was a message of 
solidarity to black people living in the U.S. 

 
“Blackbird” is one of only five Beatles songs Paul chose to perform live during his “Wings 

Over America” concert tour in 1976. 

 
George Harrison – Circles - Gone Troppo ‘82 

This track was written 1968 while in India with the Maharishi, and showed up on 
the set of demos prepared for the Beatles at George’s house in Kinfauns in May 
of that year. Although having shown up on many Beatles bootlegs from that era, 

it finally got its due for Gone Troppo (though it had been considered for the 
George Harrison LP).  

 
Request for Circles for Barry from White LP era…George 

waiting until 1982 to record it 
 

BREAK 
 

Queen	  Elizabeth	  2nd	  turned	  91	  this	  week!	  	  
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She’s	  has	  been	  Queen	  of	  the	  United	  Kingdom,	  
Canada,	  Australia,	  and	  New	  Zealand	  since	  
1952…so	  in	  honor…	  just	  rattle	  yer	  jewelry!	  

	   	  
Ringo	  –	  Elizabeth	  Reigns	  –	  Ringo	  Rama	  	  

	  
Paul	  McCartney	  –	  Queenie	  Eye	  –	  Single	  	  

	  
Quiz	  here…	  

Play…	  Name	  that	  duo!	  
This	  week	  the	  year	  1960…John	  Lennon	  &	  Paul	  

McCartney	  played	  their	  only	  performances	  as	  a	  duo	  at	  a	  
bar	  named	  The	  Fox	  and	  Hounds	  in	  Cavershim`	  

England…what	  did	  John	  &	  Paul	  call	  themselves	  while	  
performing	  @	  The	  Fox	  &	  Hounds	  this	  week	  in	  1960.	  

Name	  that	  duo.	  Good	  luck!	  
800-‐955-‐KLOS	  

	  
9.42	  BREAK 

	  
 

*Winner_________ 
	  

John	  &	  Paul	  did	  a	  bunch	  of	  songs	  including	  Be	  Bop	  A	  Lula	  and	  
The	  World	  Is	  Waiting	  for	  the	  Sunrise	  made	  famous	  by	  Les	  
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Paul	  &	  Mary	  Ford	  in	  …and	  if	  yer	  wondering	  what	  the	  Nerk	  
Twins	  might	  have	  sounded	  like	  in	  1960	  singing	  that	  song…well	  
listen…from	  1960…this	  is	  not	  a	  professional	  recording…	  

	  
The	  Beatles	  -‐	  The	  World	  Is	  Waiting	  for	  the	  Sunrise	  

	  
John Lennon – Be Bop A Lula - Anthology ‘98 

 
Paul McCartney – Blue Jean Bop (Vincent-Levy) – Run Devil 

Run ‘99 
First released in 1956 by Gene Vincent. Paul: "I remember hearing Blue Jean 

Bop on an album that I think John had; going to a place near Penny Lane for the 
afternoon, having a ciggie, and just listening to records. Blue Jean Bop was 

always one of my favorites. The first record I ever bought was Be Bop A Lula. 
We loved Gene." 

	  
George	  –	  Going	  Down	  To	  Golders	  Green-‐	  ATMP	  

sessions	  1970	  
	  

BREAK 
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When	  it	  comes	  to	  Sunday..I’m	  the	  only	  one	  in	  mass	  sang	  George	  on	  a	  song	  called	  
Going	  Down	  To	  Golders	  Green.	  

Some	  of	  the	  sounds	  that	  inspired	  the	  Beatles	  in	  that	  	  set…Elvis	  being	  one	  
of	  em…Golders	  Green	  in	  London	  where	  Badfinger	  lived…George	  was	  
going	  down	  there…wrote	  about	  it	  from	  1970	  ATMP	  sessions…speaking	  
of	  Badfinger…Head	  finger…Peter	  Ham	  was	  born	  this	  week	  in	  1947	  and	  
died	  this	  week	  in	  1975	  in	  the	  sad	  history	  Badfinger	  …here’s	  one	  written	  
by	  Pete	  Ham	  which	  is	  right	  up	  there	  w/	  in	  any	  Beatles	  song…produced	  

by	  Mal	  Evens	  for	  Apple	  Records…here	  are	  Badfinger.	  

	  
BREAK 

	  
Badfinger – No Matter What – No Dice/ Apple 

Produced by Mal Evans 
 

The Beatles - Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band - Sgt. 
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: Paul 

Recording began on February 1, 1967 for what would become the title track of the new 
Beatles album. The song was written entirely by Paul McCartney. It was McCartney’s 
idea to give the Beatles alter egos -- they would become Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 
Club Band -- for this album. Nine takes were attempted, two of which were complete 
run-throughs. For the first time ever an instrument (Paul’s bass guitar) was directly 

injected into the recording console instead of through an amplifier. Vocals were added 
the following evening, and the track sat for a month while the band worked on other 
material. The group returned to the title track on March 3 with the addition of four 
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French horns played by outside musicians. Paul also came up with the idea of simulating 
a concert performance by the alter-ego band. The sound of the band warming up was 

taken from the February 10 orchestra session for “A Day In The Life.” Other effects (the 
crowd settling down, applause, and laughter) were taken from the vast Abbey Road 

tape archives. The screaming at the end of the song was taken from the Capitol-
recorded Beatles concert at the Hollywood Bowl. On the “Sgt. Pepper” album the end of 

the title track segues into Ringo’s “With A Little help From My Friends.” 
 

The Beatles - With A Little Help From My Friends - Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: Ringo 

The first instance on a Beatles album where one song segues into another without the 
usual few seconds of silence between the tracks. This was to give the listener the feeling 

of a continuous concert performance. Written on the afternoon of March 29, 1967 by 
Paul with help from John at Paul’s house on Cavendish Avenue in St. John’s Wood 

specifically as a song for Ringo Starr to sing on the new album. It was recorded that 
evening. Although he liked the song, Ringo refused to sing the original lyrics to the 

opening verse. Ringo: “The original first verse to that was ‘What would you do if I sang 
out of tune? Would you throw a tomato at me?’ And I said, ‘I’m not singing that.’” John 
and Paul quickly changed the line to “Would you stand up and walk out on me?” The 

rhythm track was recorded in ten takes the same day Paul and John write the song, with 
Paul on piano, George on Hammond organ, John on guitar and Ringo on drums. Vocals 

were added as Take 11. Originally titled “Bad Finger Boogie.” The screaming at the 
beginning of the song was taken from the Capitol-recorded Beatles concert at the 

Hollywood Bowl. On the “Sgt. Pepper” album the end of the title track segues into “With 
A Little help From My Friends.” 

 
Originally titled “Badfinger Boogie.” 

 
 

10.12	  BREAK 
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I Call Your Name - Long Tall Sally EP… 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: John 

Composed by John Lennon and originally given to Billy J. Kramer with the Dakotas to 
use as the b-side of another Lennon song (credited to Lennon-McCartney), “Bad to Me.” 
Both songs had been recorded at Abbey Road by Kramer and band on June 27, 1963, 

with Paul McCartney in attendance. The Beatles’ version was recorded in seven takes on 
March 1, 1964. 
On U.S. album: 

The Beatles’ Second Album - Capitol LP 
 
 

The Beatles - Thank You Girl - Non-LP B-Side 
(McCartney-Lennon) 

Lead vocal: John and Paul 
The Beatles’ debut album was set to hit stores in the UK on March 22, 1963. On March 5 

the band members returned to Abbey Road Studios to record songs for a single that 
would be released a few weeks after the album. Three Lennon-McCartney originals were 
recorded this day: “From Me To You,” “Thank You Girl,” and “One After 909.” A fourth 

song, “What Goes On,” was rehearsed but not recorded. Recorded under its original title 
“Thank You Little Girl” and finished in 13 takes and took the b-side of the third Beatles 

single, “From Me To You.” The single that was the first true #1 for 
The Beatles in Britain, reaching the top spot on all three of 
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the nation’s record charts. It is the last Beatles single to be released with 
the writing credits listed as “McCartney-Lennon.” 

U.S. 
Non-album single (b-side of “From Me To You” and “Do You Want To Know A Secret”) 

(Vee-Jay) 
 

On U.S. album: 
The Beatles’ Second Album - Capitol LP 

UK: 
Non-album single (B-side) 

On UK album: 
Rarities -- Parlophone LP (1979) 

 
 

Peter & Gordon – I Don’t Want To See You Again –  
Their 3rd single..and 3rd Lennon/McCartney song  

	  
No	  thank	  You	  Paul	  for	  taking	  time	  to	  be	  with	  us	  on	  

this	  April	  23rd….(read	  back)	  
	  

BREAK 
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Wings – Some People Never Know – Wild Life ‘71 

This multipart ballad may qualify as one of the best sentimental Paul songs, with 
harmonies reminiscent of the Beach Boys.  

 
The Beatles - Why Don’t We Do It In The Road? - The Beatles 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: Paul 

Excepting a drum track played by Ringo Starr and added as an overdub a day later, 
“Why Don’t We Do It In The Road?” is a Paul McCartney solo performance, recorded in 

five takes on October 9, 1968. Playing an acoustic guitar, Paul started off each track 
tapping out the beat on the sounding board of his guitar. By the fifth and final take, 

Paul’s ditty had turned into a raunchy rocker, showcasing McCartney’s gritty, top-flight 
voice. The “Anthology 3” album features a more restrained performance of the song. On 

October 10, while John and George were involved in Studio Two with George Martin’s 
string overdubs for “Piggies” and “Glass Onion,” Paul invited Ringo to join him in Studio 
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Three and lay down a drum track. Other overdubs included handclaps, additional vocals, 
and Paul playing his Rickenbacker bass guitar and an electric guitar part on his Epiphone 

Casino. 
ALSO ON 

Anthology 3 

 
The Beatles - Every Little Thing - Beatles For Sale 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: John (with Paul on the choruses) 

Written primarily by Paul between and recorded on September 29 and 30, 1964 in nine 
takes. Ringo makes his debut on timpani (the orchestral drum instrument), which 

appears only on the final take (Take 9) of the song. 
On U.S. album: 

Beatles VI - Capitol LP 

	  
The Beatles – Polythene Pam - Abbey Road 

Recorded July 25th w/ “She Came in Through The Bathroom Window “. 
The only Beatles song inspired by a woman in New Jersey who dressed in  

polythene (but not jack boots or kilts). Written in India, demoed for the 
White LP. 

Lennon 1.00 
ALSO ON 

Anthology 3  
Rock Band Mix 

	  
NEWS	  w/	  Jackie	  HERE	  
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10.42	  BREAK 

 
The Beatles - Eleanor Rigby - Revolver 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: Paul 

The Beatles’ thirteenth single release for EMI’s Parlophone label. 
Essentially a Paul McCartney solo composition, he had some help with the song’s 
storyline from John, George, Ringo and John’s childhood friend Pete Shotton at 

Kenwood, John’s estate in Weybridge. This marks the first time a finished Beatles 
recording had no Beatle playing an instrument. The backing track, a haunting 
George Martin score, featured a double string quartet (four violins, two violas 
and two cellos) and was finished in 14 takes on April 28, 1966 with John and 

Paul sitting in the control room. The title character had initially been called Daisy 
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Hawkins, but later evolved into Eleanor Rigby. Paul says the name was based on 
“Help!” actress Eleanor Bron and the name of a local business, Rigby & Evans 

Ltd., Wine & Spirit Shippers. 
 

The Beatles - Girl - Rubber Soul 
(Lennon-McCartney) 

Lead vocal: John 
Written primarily by John, the song was completed in two takes on November 11, 1965.  
The song is notable for the naughty backing vocal (Paul and George repeating the word 

“tit”) and John’s heavy breathing during his vocal. John called this one of his best. 
On U.S. album: 

Rubber Soul - Capitol LP 
 
  

George Harrison – Poor Little Girl – Best Of Dark Horse 
1976-1989 

Previously unreleased, this may not be considered the most imaginative song 
George had ever written, but it was certainly inoffensive. “Poor Little Girl,” was 
issued as a single in the UK in November of 1989 and was a promotional CD 

single in the US that same month. 
  

Ian Paice – Drums 
Jeff Lynne – Guitar 

Richard Tandy –Keys 
Then a  Combo of…Beatles, ELO, Deep Purple 

	  
	  

Badfinger	  –	  Baby	  Blue	  (Ham)	  –	  Straight	  Up/	  Apple 
Prod.	  Todd	  Runt	  
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BREAK 

 

QUIZ////-à Who produced that Badfinger 
song? 

800-955-KLOS 

 
 

Lets join the Fabs 50 years ago…. February 23, 1967 at 
EMI… 

 
The Beatles - Lovely Rita - Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: Paul 

Paul heard that in America “traffic wardens” were called “meter maids,” which he 
thought was humorous and decided to see what he could rhyme with it. Written entirely 

by Paul McCartney and recorded on February 23, 1967. The basic rhythm track was 
completed in eight takes. Take 8 was deemed the best and it was mixed down to a 

single track and the Beatles added overdubs to create the finished recording. 
Specifically, Paul’s bass on Feb. 23, Paul’s lead vocal on Feb. 24, John, Paul and 
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George’s backing vocals on March 7, and George Martin was elected to fill the song’s 
middle eight with a piano solo, recorded on March 21. 

 
 

The Beatles - Savoy Truffle - The Beatles 
(Harrison) 

Lead vocal: George 
George took his inspiration for his fourth song on the “White Album” from a box of 

chocolates, specifically a Mackintosh’s Good News double centre chocolate assortment 
box, said by George to be Eric Clapton’s favorite brand. Most of the candies mentioned 

by George in the song came from the specific candies found in the box. Confections 
such as Creme Tangerine, Montelimart, Ginger Sling, Coffee Dessert and Savoy Truffle 

were part of the assortment. Cool Cherry Cream and Coconut Fudge were Harrison 
creations. When George sings “But you’ll have to have them all pulled out after the 
Savoy Truffle,” it is a warning to his friend Eric Clapton that he will have to have his 

decaying teeth pulled out. After some rehearsal, the backing track was recorded in one 
take on October 3, 1968, at Trident Studios. With George playing electric piano, Paul on 
Rickenbacker bass, and Ringo on drums. Harrison’s lead vocal was recorded at Trident 

Studios on October 5. Chris Thomas’ score for saxophones (distorted at Harrison’s 
request) was recorded at Abbey Road on October 11. The final overdubs for “Savoy 
Truffle” on October 14 were also the last instruments recorded during the “White 

Album” sessions: organ, tambourine, bongos, and George playing a lead guitar part on 
his Fender Telecaster. This is the third of four Harrison songs on the “White Album” that 

John Lennon does not appear on. 

 
John Lennon – Steel and Glass - Walls And Bridges ‘74 
Much like “How Do You Sleep” three years earlier, this is another blistering 

Lennon track that sets its sights on Allen Klein (who had contributed lyrics to 
“How Do You Sleep” those few years before).  
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Winner here________ (Play Todd ID?) 
 

11.12	  BREAK 

 
The Beatles - The Ballad Of John And Yoko - Non-LP track 

(Lennon-McCartney) 
Lead vocal: John 

The Beatles’ twentieth single release for EMI, and third on the Apple Records 
label. 

The first Beatles single issued in stereo in the UK, it is also the very first stereo single 
issued by EMI. The “Get Back” single had been released in stereo in America by Capitol. 
Recorded on April 14, 1969, by just John and Paul, the song was completed that day. 

George was on vacation and Ringo was still filming the Peter Sellers’ comedy “The Magic 
Christian.” Producer George Martin and engineer Geoff Emerick, who had distanced 
themselves from the group because of the constant bickering amongst the group 

members, were back on board behind the recording console. The single was a complete 
surprise to Beatles fans. They had waited a long seven months for the group to follow-
up “Hey Jude” with “Get Back” and now just over a month came another new Beatles 
record. The rhythm track was perfected in 11 takes (four complete) with Paul playing 

drums while John played acoustic guitar and sang the lead vocal. The duo was in good 
spirits during the day-long session. Prior to take four John said to drummer Paul “Go a 

bit faster, Ringo!” and Paul replied “OK, George!” Overdubs featured Paul on bass 
guitar, piano, backing vocal and maracas, and John on two lead guitar parts and 

percussive thumping on the back of an acoustic guitar. The song recounts the chaos 
surrounding John and Yoko’s getting married. Lennon had encountered visa problems 
because of his November 1968 drug conviction which made his movement from one 

country to another very difficult. As an example, he was not allowed to enter the United 
States at this time so the couple’s second “Bed-In” was staged in Montreal, about an 

hour north of the U.S. border in Canada. 
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The Beatles - Any Time At All - A Hard Day’s Night 
(Lennon-McCartney) 

Lead vocal: John 
Recorded June 2, 1964, the last day of recording for the “A Hard Day’s Night” album. 
John Lennon: “An effort at writing ‘It Won't Be Long’ - same ilk. C to A minor, C to A 

minor with me shouting.” The song was in an unfinished state when Lennon brought it 
to the band to record on June 2. The group worked out the arrangement throughout the 
day and night. Up against the wall on a deadline to submit the album, the piano section 
in the middle eight was left without lyrics. They had run out of time. On April 8, 1988, 

Lennon's handwritten lyrics for “Any Time At All” were sold for £6,000 at an auction held 
at Sotheby's in London. 

On U.S. album: 
Something New - Capitol LP 

 

BREAK 

	  
Looking	  over	  our	  recent	  playlists…ya	  what	  song	  

we	  haven’t	  played	  enough	  in	  2017…	  
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The Beatles - Your Mother Should Know - Magical Mystery Tour 

(EP) 
(Lennon-McCartney) 

Lead vocal: Paul 
Paul wrote “Your Mother Should Know” on harmonium at his Cavendish Avenue home in 
London. Recorded on August 22 and 23, 1967 at Chappell Recording Studios in London, 

those dates would be the only time the Beatles recorded at that facility. Eight takes 
were recorded the first evening. The second night of recording was significant in that it 
marked the last time the Beatles saw Brian Epstein, who died four days later, aged just 
32. Written entirely by Paul, in similar vein to “When I’m Sixty-Four.” Although the song 
was later re-made at Abbey Road at McCartney’s request, it was the Chappell version, 
with overdubs recorded in September at Abbey Road, that made it onto the “Magical 

Mystery Tour” EP. 
On U.S. album: 

Magical Mystery Tour - Capitol LP 
Anthology 2 

5.1 Mix from DVD 
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The Beatles - A Taste of Honey – Please Please Me 

(Scott-Marlow) 
Lead vocal: Paul 

The Beatles knew that adding a variety of music styles to their stage act would garner 
them more bookings. They loved ballads and were always on the hunt for songs that 

would add a touch of ‘sophistication’ to their live show. Among the songs they found to 
fit this need was the ballad “A Taste Of Honey.” A popular instrumental of the day, the 

band came across 
 a version with lyrics and added it to their repertoire in 1962. Bobby Scott’s original 
version won the Grammy Award for Best Instrumental Theme of 1962. The title was 

sometimes sung as “A waste of money” by Beatle John at 1962 and 1963 shows. Paul’s 
vocal was double-tracked here, the only time this was done on the debut LP. 

On U.S. albums: 
Introducing… The Beatles - Vee-Jay LP 

The Early Beatles - Capitol LP 
Live on the BBC, Vol. 1 (live) 

	  
John Lennon – Cleanup Time - Double Fantasy ‘80 
One of the better produced tracks on the album, it carried a crisp horn 

arrangement and excellent guitar interplay to accompany John’s lyrical desire to 
sweep away pre-1975 refuse of his life. Originally recorded with Cheap Trick, 

that track was aborted for another one the following day.  
 

The Beatles - Tomorrow Never Knows – Revolver sessions 
(Lennon-McCartney) 
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Lead vocal: John 
The first song recorded for what would become the “Revolver” album. John’s 

composition was unlike anything The Beatles or anyone else had ever recorded. 
Lennon’s vocal is buried under a wall of sound -- an assemblage of repeating tape loops 
and sound effects – placed on top of a dense one chord song with basic melody driven 

by Ringo's thunderous drum pattern. The lyrics were largely taken from “The 
Psychedelic Experience,” a 1964 book written by Harvard psychologists Timothy Leary 
and Richard Alpert, which contained an adaptation of the ancient “Tibetan Book of the 

Dead.” Each Beatle worked at home on creating strange sounds to add to the mix. Then 
they were added at different speeds sometime backwards. Paul got “arranging” credit. 
He had discovered that by removing the erase head on his Grundig reel-to-reel tape 

machine, he could saturate a recording with sound. 
 

 
Paul & Linda McCartney – Monkberry Moon Delight – 

Ram ‘71 
Many have also considered this to be another dig at the Beatles and the 

problems with fame. But in true McCartney fashion, it’s just a fun, rocking tune 
with throwaway lyrics.  

 
 

A little something for everyone in that set…or possibly no one 
 

11.42	  BREAK 

	  
7	  songs	  in	  11mintutes….	  !	  

	  
The Beatles - Maggie Mae - Let It Be 

I Will 
Little Child 
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There’s A Place 
Happy Just To Dance With You 

It’s Only Love 
And Your Bird Can Sing 

 

	  


